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Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is considered 
the second most neurodegenerative 
disease after Alzheimer’s.[1] Parkinson’s 
is an ever‑evolving disease traditionally 
diagnosed by movement symptoms such 
as muscle tremors, stiffness and slowness 
of movement, and imbalance when 
walking.[2] The loss of cells that produce 
a substance called dopamine, which is 
located in the substantia nigra and the 
middle part of the brain, leads to this 
disease.[3,4] Pathologically, the cause of 
dopamine‑producing cells death is unknown 
and usually affects older people.[3] So far, 
no definitive cure has been found for PD, 
and most existing methods only reduce 
its growth rate instead of treatment.[5] 
Therefore, diagnosis in the early stages 
of this disease can be very effective in 
improving the quality of the patient’s 
life.[6,7]

Researchers have proposed many 
non‑invasive methods to diagnose PD, 
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Abstract
Background: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurological disorder caused by decreasing dopamine in 
the brain. Speech is one of the first functions that are disrupted. Accordingly, speech features are a 
promising indicator in PD diagnosis for telemedicine applications. The purpose of this study is to 
investigate the impact of Parkinson’s disease on a minimal set of Jitter and Shimmer voice indicators 
and studying the difference between male and female speech features in noisy/noiseless environments. 
Materials and Methods: Our data includes 47 samples from nursing homes and neurology clinics, 
with 23 patients and 24 healthy individuals. The optimal feature for each category is studied separately 
for the men’s and women’s samples. The focus here is on the phonation in which the vowel/a/is 
expressed by the participants. The main features, including Jitter and Shimmer perturbations, are 
extracted. To find an optimal pair under both noisy and noiseless circumstance, we use the Relief 
feature selection strategy. Results: This research shows that the Jitter feature for men and women 
with Parkinson’s is 21 and 33.4, respectively. While the Shimmer feature is 0.1 and 0.06. In addition, 
by using these two features alone, we reach a correct diagnosis rate of 79% and 81% for noisy and 
noiseless states, respectively. Conclusion: The PD effects on the speech features can be accurately 
identified. Evaluating the extracted features suggests that the absolute value of the selected feature 
in men with PD is higher than for healthy ones. Whereas, in the case of women, this is the opposite.
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but among them, special attention has 
been paid to the acoustic analysis of voice 
signals.[8] Most people with Parkinson’s 
have a type of voice disorder called 
hypokinetic dysarthria.[9] Dysarthritis is a 
type of speech disorder that occurs due to 
damage to the central or peripheral nervous 
system and as a result of disturbances in the 
muscular control of the speech mechanism. 
This disorder may affect breathing, 
vocalization, amplification, production, and 
speech.[10] This makes the person’s voice 
incomprehensible, slower, monotonous, and 
harsh.[11] Parts of the vocal cords affected 
by PD include phonation, prosody, and 
articulation.[12,13] Most researches focus only 
on phonation and examine the sustained 
vowel/a/. Since it is the most straightforward 
and unadorned voice to produce and 
much useful medical information can be 
obtained from it.[14] Physiologically, a subtle 
combination of muscles in the vocal cords 
is involved in producing /a/. Therefore, 
if there is any neurological defect, the 
probability of diagnosing would be 
increased. Furthermore, when producing the 
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letter /a/, the mouth is much more open than other letters, 
which causes a minimal return of air to the vocal cords.[14]

In clinical applications, movement disorder specialists are 
responsible for diagnosing PD in the early stages, which 
is usually done by assessing a criterion called UPDRS.[15] 
Recent studies, however, have introduced speech analysis as a 
cost‑effective, targeted, and fully accessible approach that can 
significantly screen patients with PD.[5,16] According to Tetrud, 
changes in the speech were revealed several years before the 
definitive diagnosis of PD had been done.[17] Therefore, voice 
changes are considered as an attractive method in the initial 
diagnosis and determination of the progression of PD.[18‑20] 
Wide ranges of speech tests, including syllable expression, 
sustain phonation, and various passage readings, are designed 
to assess the occurrence of these speech disorders.[13] 
Particularly, several studies investigated phonation features to 
distinguish PWP from healthy individuals.[21,22] Azadi et al.[5] 
proposed a new hybrid method called Safir, in which it uses 
a combination of type‑2 fuzzy and AHP to select features 
that are approved by different feature selection criteria. They 
achieved an accuracy of about 90% in noise conditions using 
ten of the most prominent voice features from among 339 
acoustic parameters. Benmalek et al.[23] divided patients based 
on their severity and considered different classifiers to reach 
93% accuracy in separation. Tsanas et al. compared several 
feature selection methods and found that the best performance 
was related to Relief in this field.[16]

Despite the existence of numerous such methods for 
analyzing changes in sound, there are several issues 
that researchers are faced. Some things like differences 
in acoustic and conventional environments, as well as 
differences in the quality of sound recorded by professional 
microphones and telephone lines. Furthermore, evaluating 
a large number of acoustic parameters deteriorates the 
classifier’s performance.[5] Hence, the selection of the 
optimal feature(s) set is considered another critical issue. 
Considering the possibility for remote telemedicine and 
diagnosis, however, the remaining question is finding the 
“minimal” set of features for the least computational cost 
and most reliable diagnosis.

Sustained phonation is less affected by dialect and 
linguistic structures.[4,5] Therefore, in the present study, the 
Phonation of vowels is investigated. On the other hand, 
because changes in amplitude and frequency have been 
observed in patients with Parkinson’s,[24] we have also 
focused on examining these two categories of features and 
introduce two optimal features. Furthermore with a simple 
support vector machine (SVM) classifier, we determine the 
accuracy of the diagnosis on each feature so that they can 
be used more efficiently in diagnostic applications.

Materials and Methods
In summary, the proposed methodology has four main 
stages consisting of data acquisition, feature extraction, 

feature selection, and evaluation of the classifier 
performance in noise‑free and noisy conditions. These 
steps are explained in Figure 1.

Data

The present study is a descriptive‑analytical cross‑sectional 
study that compares healthy individuals with Parkinson’s 
patients. Required samples were collected from Khorasan 
Razavi Welfare Elderly Care Centers and the clinical 
offices of the neurologists. The inclusion criteria for PWP 
were as follows: Physician diagnosis based on PD, Persian 
monolingualism, nondementia, or other mental problems. 
Furthermore, in this study, the distribution of PD severity 
is divided into mild, moderate, and severe, as illustrated in 
part B of Figure 2. Using Audacity software installed on a 
laptop voice samples were recorded. Each participant was 
given a complete explanation about how to perform the 
experiment and how to pronounce the vowel /a/ before the 
test begins. After one or two experimental performances, the 
final recording consist of several (4 or 5) voice samples that 
were subsequently collected for each participant was done.

Our data consist of 224 voice phonation samples from 
26 females and 21 males, of which 23 have PD, as shown 
in part A of Figure 2. 47 participants were selected to 
be comparable with the other related research.[16] The 
average and standard deviation age distribution of the 
PWP is 70 ± 8.2 years. A total of 111 voice samples are 
recorded. Similarly, the average and standard deviation 
age distribution of the remaining 24 healthy subjects is 
70 ± 8.2 years and 113 voice samples. A professional 
microphone from AKG brand (model C544 L) installed on 
the person’s head was used at a distance of approximately 
3 cm from the subject’s mouth to record. Therefore, 
possible vibrations and head movements will not affect the 
quality of the received signal. The sustain phonation was 
recorded with a frequency of 44.1 kHz and a resolution of 
16 bits, and MATLAB 2016b (headquarters are in Natick, 
Massachusetts, USA.) software was used to extract the 
relevant features.

Procedures

Adding noise to the signal

Any oscillation or change that occurs on the measured 
signals is called noise. Since one of the main 

Figure 1: Block diagrams of the various steps of the proposed method
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objectives of this research is to determine features 
extracted from the voice signal that is recorded 
remotely, we simulate noise on telephone lines. 
Therefore, we add the following disturbances to the 
noiseless signal:
1. Phone bandwidth is approximately 8000 Hz, so we 

reduce the sampling rate to this value[25]

2. Add a Gaussian white noise to the down‑sample data to 
reach the signal‑to‑noise ratio of 30 dB.

In this way, by receiving the patient’s voice through 
telephone lines, the specialists may make an initial 
assessment. To find out which feature performs 
better and robusts against noise in each category, 
we extract features from both noise‑free and noisy 
signals separately. Therefore, we will have two 
matrices N × M, in each row of which (n = 223) 
are the observations or the samples that 
participated in the test, and each column (M = 44) 
represents a feature.

Feature extraction

Perturbation measures such as jitter and shimmer are 
usually used to evaluate speech signals.[26] The jitter is 
considered a parameter to measure frequency changes from 
cycle to cycle, and the shimmer is related to measuring 
changes in the amplitude of the speech wave.[27] Figure 3 
provides a better illustration of this explanation. Therefore, 
we examine these two categories of features that align 
with the nature of the voice signal produced by PWP. 
In this way, we would have a quantitative criterion for 
separating patients and healthy people in noiseless and 
noisy conditions.

Types of frequency perturbation (Jitter)

According to the definition, jitter quantifies perturbations 
in successive cycles; in other words, it indicates a 
small deviation from the exact periodicity.[28] By 
recognizing the basic concept of this measurement 
criterion, many types of frequency disorders can 
be introduced in this field.[29,30] Either jitter can be 
calculated using the fundamental frequency (F0) or 
by main periodicity (T0) which is the inverse ratio of 
F0. We extract 22 features from this category (Jitter), 
which are described in detail in[27] and listed in part A 
of Table 1.

Types of intensity or amplitude perturbations (Shimmer)

In the previous section, we define the frequency 
perturbations in different cycles of the fundamental 
frequency (F0). In this section, we introduce a 
new measurement method called domain variation. 
Therefore, instead of the main domain (F0), we 
introduce A0. A0 is the largest domain in each cycle. 
We extract 22 features from this category (Shimmer), 
which are described in detail in[27] and listed in part B of 
Table 1.

Relief feature selection

Kira and Randall proposed relief as an innovative feature 
selection algorithm in 1992.[31] Features selected by the 
relief method helped to separate the samples from different 
classes. Relief is a weight‑based method that uses the K 
Nearest‑Neighbor classifier to select an optimal feature.[5] 
It assigns weight to each feature based on the effectiveness 
of the feature in selecting the group or the class according 
to equation (1).
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In (1), w (fi) is the weight of the jth feature, q is the number 
of samples, xi is selected sample, and ║ ║ is the Euclidean 
distance. In addition, we considered 10 for both ǀNH (xi)ǀ 
and ǀNM (xi)ǀ according to.[32]

Least squares-support vector machine

The SVM method was first proposed by Vapnik in 1995 to 
separate two classes of data.[33] It has become one of the 
most popular and widely used classification methods in 
recent years.[34] Least squares SVM (LS‑SVM)) classifiers 
were proposed by Suykens and Vandewalle in 1999.[35] 
They are a class of kernel‑based learning methods to solve 
both classification and regression problems.[36] LS‑SVM 
with the Gaussian radial basis kernel functions RBF has 
been shown to perform better in separating PWP from 
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healthy subjects.[3,37] Accordingly, we also use the LS‑SVM 
method.

Statistical methods

Classifier validation

Validation is done by examining data that has not 
previously been used for classifier training.[38] We use the 
ten‑fold cross‑validation method and applied it separately 
to the male and female sample sets. In this method, the 
samples are randomly divided into two training and testing 
subsets. About 90% of them are used to train, and remain 
10% are used to test the classifier. Then, the classifier 

accuracy is calculated using (2). In addition to accuracy, 
the following measures are used to evaluate the current 
work as defined in:[9]

TP + TN
Accuracy = 

TP + FP + TN + FN
,  (2)

TP
Precision = 

TP + FP
,  (3)

TP
Sensitivity = 

TP + FN
,  (4)

TN
Specificity = 

TN + FP
,  (5)

Where TP, FP, TN, and FN are true positive, false positive, 
true negative, and false negative, respectively.

Ethical statement

The Research Ethics Committee of the Ferdowsi University 
of Mashhad, Iran approved the above‑mentioned sampling 
protocols (Ethical code: IR.UM.REC.1400.043). All the 
participants in the study provided written informed consent.

Results
Here, the results and statistical analyzes of the proposed 
method step‑by‑step are reported. It is worth mentioning 
that the process for both groups of samples, men and 
women, is repeated separately in noiseless and noisy 
conditions. Therefore, in the first step, according to the 
explanations provided in part A of the procedure section, 
we add the phone line noise to the signal to have two noisy 
and noise‑free data sets.

Table 1: Name and index of features extracted from the voice signal a. Jitter and b. Shimmer
Feature index a. Name of Jitter features Feature index b. Name of Shimmer features
F1 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_abs_dif’’’ F23 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_abs_dif’’’
F2 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_dif_percent’’’ F24 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_dif_percent’’’
F3 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ3_classical_Schoentgen’’’ F25 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ3_classical_Schoentgen’’’
F4 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ3_classical_Baken’’’ F26 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ3_classical_Baken’’’
F5 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ3_generalised_Schoentgen’’’ F27 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ3_generalised_Schoentgen’’’
F6 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ5_classical_Schoentgen’’’ F28 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ5_classical_Schoentgen’’’
F7 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ5_classical_Baken’’’ F29 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ5_classical_Baken’’’
F8 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ5_generalised_Schoentgen’’’ F30 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ5_generalised_Schoentgen’’’
F9 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ11_classical_Schoentgen’’’ F31 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ11_classical_Schoentgen’’’
F10 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ11_classical_Baken’’’ F32 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ11_classical_Baken’’’
F11 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_PQ11_generalised_Schoentgen’’’ F33 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_PQ11_generalised_Schoentgen’’’
F12 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_abs0th_perturb’’’ F34 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_abs0th_perturb’’’
F13 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_DB’’’ F35 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_DB’’’
F14 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_CV’’’ F36 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_CV’’’
F15 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_TKEO_mean’’’ F37 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_TKEO_mean’’’
F16 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_TKEO_std’’’ F38 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_TKEO_std’’’
F17 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_TKEO_prc5’’’ F39 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_TKEO_prc5’’’
F18 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_TKEO_prc25’’’ F40 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_TKEO_prc25’’’
F19 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_TKEO_prc75’’’ F41 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_TKEO_prc75’’’
F20 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_TKEO_prc95’’’ F42 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_TKEO_prc95’’’
F21 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0_FM’’’ F43 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0_FM’’’
F22 ‘’’Jitter‑>F0range_5_95_perc’’’ F44 ‘’’Shimmer‑>F0range_5_95_perc’’’

Figure 3: Representation of Jitter and Shimmer perturbation measures in 
speech signal
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Feature ranking using relief

Tables 2 and 3 show the overall ranking of the five 
first features selected by relief in noiseless and noisy 
circumstances sequentially. It can be inferred that feature 
weights for females are more prominent than men in both 
Jitter and Shimmer feature sets. We select the feature that 
has been assigned the first rank by the relief method in 
each group as a diagnostic criterion. Table 4 shows selected 
acoustic parameters (features) and their defined indexes for 
men and women. With a cursory glance at Table 4, one can 
quickly realize that selected features for both noisy and 
noiseless signals are equal.

To make a quantitative comparison, the average value of 
the selected feature for the male and female samples in 
noiseless and noisy conditions is given for the Jitter in 
Figure 4, and the Shimmer in Figure 5. As it is illustrated, 
the Jitter and Shimmer value for healthy men are about 
16 and 0.05, respectively, and for men with PD are about 

20 and 0.1, respectively. Furthermore, this comparison 
for healthy women samples is about 35 and 0.1, and for 
women with Parkinson’s is about 32 and 0.05, sequentially.

The performance of the classifier

To evaluate the performance of the selected features, we 
use an LS‑SVM classifier. Each of the selected features 
from the jitter and shimmer was separately used to 
determine their performance. Moreover, the performance 
was evaluated using both features simultaneously, as shown 
in the left columns of Figure 5 for noiseless and in the right 
columns of Figure 5 for noisy signals. Undoubtedly, each 
of the selected features shows a good performance of about 
70% accuracy in separating PWP from healthy controls in 
noiseless and noisy conditions for each gender. In addition, 
it should be mentioned when both the selected features are 
used together, the accuracy grows moderately and reaches 
about 80%.

Discussion
In this study, we have chosen acoustic parameters that 
make the most significant difference between the healthy 
and PWP to decide about people’s health. By statistical 
evaluation of jitter and shimmer parameters, we found 
that for both noiseless and noisy situations, the accuracy 
of the diagnosis remained almost constant. This can prove 
the power of the Relief method in selecting noise‑resistant 
features. Furthermore, the results showed that the values of 
the extracted features increased for men with PD compared 
to healthy individuals. Whereas this is quite the opposite 
for women; due to PD, the amount of extracted features 
decreases compared to the healthy group.

Conclusion
The main goal of this research is to determine the 
minimal set of voice features to distinguish patients with 
Parkinson’s from healthy individuals. Although several 
studies have been done to consider this problem, there 
is no simplification in the number of appropriate feature 
sets and program run time. Moreover, compared to other 

Table 2: The top 5 features selected by the relief for 
samples of women and men in noiseless condition for a. 

jitter and b. Shimmer
Ranking Male’s samples Female’s samples

Feature index Weight Feature index Weight
a. Jitter

1st F18 0.027327 F15 0.073353
2nd F20 0.027311 F16 0.071174
3rd F12 0.016926 F20 0.060891
4th F16 −0.00939 F13 0.040947
5th F19 −0.01168 F2 0.038585

b. Shimmer
1st F44 0.043007 F35 0.075539
2nd F30 0.015748 F32 0.043233
3rd F35 0.010017 F28 0.036305
4th F32 0.009306 F31 0.034402
5th F28 −0.00024 F34 0.013306

Table 3: The top 5 features selected by the relief for 
samples of women and men in noisy condition for a. 

Jitter and b. Shimmer
Ranking Male’s samples Female’s samples

Feature index Weight Feature index Weight
a. Jitter

1st F18 0.02723 F15 0.068422
2nd F20 0.025254 F16 0.062256
3rd F12 0.014614 F20 0.058354
4th F16 −0.00992 F18 0.04141
5th F13 −0.01391 F6 0.035534

b. Shimmer
1st F44 0.04049 F35 0.065802
2nd F32 0.037793 F33 0.052498
3rd F28 0.035332 F27 0.043639
4th F31 0.024381 F32 0.040247
5th F34 0.022362 F24 0.039795
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Figure 4: Quantitative value of Shimmer for healthy individuals and PWP 
for (a) men’s samples and (b) female’s samples
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studies, we considered the effect of noise on the signal. 
Furthermore, this method could be precious since not only 
it makes specialists be able to screen PWP remotely, but 
also it would be helpful for underprivileged populations to 
benefit from social health services.

In this article, we consider various essential measurements 
of phonic disorders, including 44 acoustic parameters 
with different properties of the voice signals. A statistical 
mechanism named Relief is then applied to select the 
optimal feature in each category of Jitter and Shimmer 
separately. We also study the effect of the poor signal quality 
of analog phone lines on the diagnosis. Since there are 
significant differences in speech characteristics for men and 
women, we also use the ten‑fold cross‑validation method to 
study the classifier performance separately for populations 

of (a) male‑only and (b) female‑only. Overall results in 
all states, regardless of the noisy/noiseless state of their 
voice recording, maintain adequate performance (accuracy 
of around 70%). More specifically, when we used both 
selected features simultaneously, the classifier performance 
reached 81% accuracy. This result is very close to other 
studies that have benefited more than ten features and/or 
complex classifiers. Furthermore, it should be mentioned 
that the presence of noise only deteriorates the diagnosis 
accuracy by <2% in all situations, indicating the robustness 
and utility of this approach in telemedicine applications.
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